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Minimize risk and maximize results

A one-stop, fully staffed resource

ICC locations are staffed with full-time IBM employees
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to continually help ensure that the goals, offerings and initiatives of the IBM and Oracle alliance deliver on their potential.
The ICC provides a comprehensive support system that
clients, IBM Business Partners, and IBM and Oracle employees can turn to for the information, education, insight, and
tools they need to help implement an IBM and Oracle
solution. Clients can be assured these joint solutions are test
driven, optimized with documented and published results —
all to simplify and lower the risk for implementation and
upgrade projects.

Spend time with our experts

And, while the IBM Oracle ICC is a pre-sales entity, because
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• Sizing estimates for new client installations

IBM Global Financing

• Upgrade sizing estimates for installed clients

IBM and Oracle business partners and clients can also take

• Customized executive briefings and demonstrations which

advantage of “one source” financing options from IBM Global
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• Complex solution architecture consultations and reviews
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Oracle solutions on IBM platforms

and simplify infrastructure planning.

• Access to a comprehensive library of literature, including:
Redbooks, white papers and technical briefs
documenting IBM and Oracle integration and tuning
efforts
• Sizing guides, performance and proof of concept tests, and
tools to help clients appropriately plan their IBM and Oracle
environment
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IBM Services
IBM Platforms

Oracle Platforms

“Superior cross technology optimization — that is what should come to mind when you
think of IBM and Oracle. IBM and Oracle work hard to continually meet and exceed the
high expectations of their 100,000 joint customers running Oracle software. The worldclass team of IBM and Oracle professionals at the IBM Oracle International Competency
Center, including platform integration experts, software tuning engineers and solutions
specialists, are committed to ensuring that IBM and Oracle deliver solutions that live up to
the promise of superior performance, flexibility, service and value.”
– Lorna den Daas, Vice-President, Oracle Global Alliance
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A tightly connected, worldwide support network
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“JD Edwards and IBM have a rich history of joint development, platform integration and testing certification that
dates back over 35 years. This work continues today with
our current offerings so we can ensure that together we
deliver feature-rich, market-driven solutions to our clients.”
– Lyle Ekdahl, Senior Vice President, JD Edwards,
Oracle Product Development

IBM is an Oracle Diamond level partner which is the most
elite level in the Oracle PartnerNetwork (OPN) program.
Diamond level differentiates IBM’s experience and commitment to the Oracle Alliance and showcases functional and
application expertise and expansive project management
capabilities.
IBM has reached the Oracle Cloud Elite partner status in the
Oracle PartnerNetwork Cloud program. This is earned by
highly skilled and committed partners that have demonstrated full investment in a depth and breadth of Oracle
Cloud expertise to provide comprehensive Oracle Cloud
solutions to our joint customers.

Find out more
To learn more about the IBM Oracle International Competency
Center, contact your IBM representative or visit us at:
ibm.com /oracle
For technical pre-sales information contact us at
ibmoracle@us.ibm.com
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